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Hydrodynamics of churn turbulent bubble columns:
gas–liquid recirculation and mechanistic modeling

Puneet Guptaa, Booncheng Onga, Muthanna H. Al-Dahhana,∗,
Milorad P. Dudukovica, Bernard A. Toselandb

a Department of Chemical Engineering, Chemical Reaction Engineering Laboratory (CREL), Campus Box 1198,
1 Brookings Drive, Washington University, St. Louis, MO 63130-4899, USA

b Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., PO Box 25780, Lehigh Valley, PA 18007, USA

Abstract

A phenomenological (mechanistic) model has been developed for describing the gas and liquid/slurry phase mixing in
churn turbulent bubble columns. The gas and liquid phase recirculation rates in the reactor, which are needed as inputs to
the mechanistic reactor model are estimated via a sub-model which uses the two-fluid approach in solving the Navier–Stokes
equations. This sub-model estimates the effective bubble diameter in the reactor cross-section and provides a consistent basis
for the estimation of the volumetric mass transfer coefficients. The strategy for the numerical solution of the sub-model
equations is presented along with the simulation results for a few cases. The overall reactor model has been tested against
experimental data from radioactive gas tracer experiments conducted at the Alternate Fuels Development Unit (AFDU), La
Porte, TX under conditions of methanol synthesis. © 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords:Gas–liquid flow; Slurry bubble column; Computed tomography; Radioactive particle tracking; Gas–liquid recirculation;
Mechanistic reactor modeling; Radioactive tracer studies

1. Introduction

The abundance of natural gas in many remote areas
has led to a continued interest in natural gas conver-
sion to liquid fuels and chemicals that can be easily
and economically transported. Such conversion of
natural gas to value-added liquid products is generally
accomplished in two-stages. In the first stage, natural
gas is transformed to a mixture of hydrogen and car-
bon monoxide (synthesis gas), which in the second
stage can be converted to a whole range of valuable

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.:+1-314-935-7187;
fax: +1-314-935-7211.
E-mail address:muthanna@wuche.che.wustl.edu
(M.H. Al-Dahhan).

chemicals depending on the catalyst and the employed
process conditions. Liquid phase methanol synthesis,
synthesis of Fischer–Tropsch (FT) liquids and a host
of other processes based on syngas chemistries have
been reported [1]. Traditionally, these processes were
realized using fixed bed reactors, however, recently
slurry bubble column reactors have become the reac-
tors of choice. This change occurred owing to the ex-
cellent heat and mass transfer characteristics of slurry
bubble column reactors and because this reactor type
offers the possibility of greatly increased production
capacities resulting from increased gas throughputs
[2].

Conventional bubble column reactors have been in
use for decades in many chemical processes, and con-
sequently, a vast body of literature on bubble column

0920-5861/01/$ – see front matter © 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
PII: S0920-5861(00)00529-0
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Nomenclature

a interfacial area(cm−1)

B number of bubbles formed per unit
volume per unit time(cm−3 s−1)

C concentration(mol/cm3)

CD drag coefficient
Cvm virtual mass coefficient
c parameter in the holdup profile to

allow non-zero holdup at the wall
DC column diameter (cm)
DL,m molecular diffusivity(cm2/s)
D̄rr radial turbulent diffusivity(cm2/s)
D̄xx1 axial turbulent diffusivity of small

bubbles and liquid going up(cm2/s)
D̄xx2 axial turbulent diffusivity of small

bubbles and liquid going down(cm2/s)
db mean bubble diameter (cm)
Eo Eotvos number
g acceleration due to gravity(cm2/s)
H Henry’s constant
k mass transfer coefficient (cm/s)
L dispersion height between the two

CSTRs (cm)
l mixing length (cm)
m power law exponent in the radial gas

holdup profile
P operating pressure(dyn/cm2)

Q flow rate(cm3/s)
R column radius (cm)
Rx reaction rate (mol cm−3 s−1)

r radial position in the column (cm)
r ′ radius where the liquid velocity profile

inverts
r ′′ radius where the gas velocity profile

inverts
t time (s)
UG,sup gas superficial velocity (cm/s)
UL,sup liquid superficial velocity (cm/s)
u velocity (cm/s)
ū radially averaged mean velocity (cm/s)
Va volume of the CSTR representing the

distributor zone(cm3)

Vb volume of the CSTR representing the
disengagement zone(cm3)

x axial position in the column (cm)

Greek symbols
ε local phase holdup
ε̄ radially averaged phase holdup
ε̃g parameter in the gas holdup profile

related toε̄g
ε̄′g1 mean holdup of up-flowing gas with

down-flowing liquid
µm

l liquid/slurry viscosity (cP)
νm kinematic viscosity(cm2/s)
νt turbulent viscosity(cm2/s)
ξ dimensionless radius
ξ ′ dimensionless radius where the liquid

velocity profile inverts
ξ ′′ dimensionless radius where the gas

velocity profile inverts
ρ density(g/cm3)

σ surface tension of the liquid (dyn/cm)
τm viscous shear stress(dyn/cm2)

τ t turbulent shear stress(dyn/cm2)

φ fraction of the column diameter

Subscripts
CST well mixed distributor and

disengagement zones, a and b
g gas
ga gas phase in the distributor zone, CST a
gb gas phase in the disengagement zone,

CST b
gdld gas going down with liquid down

as well
guld gas flowing upwards with liquid going

down
gulu gas flowing upwards with liquid going up

as well
g1 up-flowing gas
g2 down-flowing gas
in reactor inlet
l liquid
la liquid phase in the distributor zone,

CST a
lb liquid phase in the disengagement zone,

CST b
l1 up-flowing liquid
l2 down-flowing liquid
out reactor outlet
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reactors has grown since the 1950s [3–8]. Until the
late 1980s, only the average hydrodynamic properties
of these reactors, viz., overall gas holdup, overall vol-
umetric mass transfer coefficients, overall gas and liq-
uid phase dispersion, were reported. However, with
the advent of modern computing capabilities and ad-
vances in the sophisticated measurement techniques,
characterization of the local hydrodynamics, both ex-
perimentally and numerically, has become possible
during the last decade [9–18].

To predict reactor performance based on detailed
hydrodynamic and mixing phenomena occurring in
large-scale bubble column flows, mathematical mod-
eling and numerical simulation using the two-fluid
model has been frequently practiced. However, the
choice of the correct closures and phase interaction
terms needed to give accurate predictions of flow
patterns by computational fluid dynamics (CFD) sim-
ulations is still a matter of art. This arises because the
phenomena governing the multiphase hydrodynamics
occur on many scales. However, measurement at many
scales under actual operating conditions is still in its
infancy with the common measurement techniques
being limited to the characterization of the global and
large-scale properties only. Therefore, it is the mod-
eling of the small-scale phenomena and their coupled
interactions with those at larger scales that limits
the capability of CFD in serving as a stand-alone
tool for prediction of bubble column reactor
performance.

Given this state-of-the-art, it is quite likely that
reliable predictions of reactor performance using
multiphase CFD are a decade or more away. There-
fore, for efficient design of slurry bubble column
reactors, it is desirable to have models that are able
to capture the majority of the physical phenomena
and provide a reasonably reliable and fundamentally
based method for design and scale-up. This goal is
especially important for reactors involving complex
chemistries in industrially relevant very large-scale
systems such as FT. The most commonly used model
of this type, the axial dispersion model (ADM), has
had only limited success in retrofitting experimen-
tal data. Mechanistic modeling offers the possibility
of incorporating the relevant observable physics in
describing liquid phase mixing [19–21] and offers a
path to efficient design. We have used this approach
to develop a mechanistic model that incorporates

modeling the flow of not only the liquid but also of the
gas phase.

Here, we present only a brief summary of the reactor
model and focus on the development of a sub-model
for predicting the long-time averaged gas and liquid
recirculation velocities, which form the basis for the
developed reactor model. Our approach is based on the
Euler–Euler two-fluid representation of the momen-
tum balance equations for the gas and liquid phases
[11]. A number of investigators [22–26] have reported
a similar model to describe liquid recirculation. How-
ever, we modify the model equations and closures used
for the liquid phase turbulence. In particular, the mo-
mentum balance equations have been derived from the
two-fluid equations, and the recirculation model has
been extended to calculate the radial profile of the ax-
ial gas phase velocity.

2. Phenomenological reactor model

The observed hydrodynamic phenomena in a typi-
cal bubble column operation are represented schemat-
ically in Fig. 1 and form the basis of the mechanistic
reactor model. In the time average sense, the radial

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the experimentally observed
phenomena in bubble columns.
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gas holdup distribution results in a single liquid recir-
culation loop with the liquid rising in the center and
flowing downwards near the walls [21]. Most of the
gas travels upwards through the column center and
leaves the reactor above the liquid-free surface at the
top. However, some small-sized bubbles do not pos-
sess enough momentum to disengage and leave the
reactor and recirculate along with the liquid. In addi-
tion to this convective recirculation, momentum trans-
port is caused by the bubble wakes, bubble–bubble
interactions and shear-induced turbulence — typically
called ‘eddy diffusion’. This physical picture is the
result of numerous experimental studies on liquid re-
circulation reported in the literature [27–31], and of
the extensive studies conducted by the non-invasive
measurement techniques at the Chemical Reaction
Engineering Laboratory (CREL) in Washington Uni-
versity, St. Louis, MO consisting of computed to-
mography (CT) and computer automated radioactive
particle tracking (CARPT) [21,32–36]. CT provides
non-invasive measurement of the long-time aver-
aged, cross-sectional distribution of the gas holdup
in any reactor cross-section. The details of theg-ray
scanner and associated tomography reconstruction
algorithms developed in CREL have been discussed
elsewhere [34,35]. CARPT on the other hand pro-
vides information on the long-time averaged liquid
velocity profile, turbulent stresses and eddy diffusivi-
ties. Details of the principles and methodology of the
CARPT technique have also been discussed elsewhere
[21,32,33].

The compartmentalization of the mechanistic
(phenomenological) model is shown in Fig. 2, and
this represents a modification and extension of the
model proposed by Wang [37]. The net flow of liquid
could be either zero (batch mode of operation) or a
co-current up-flow with the net flow of the gas. In
either case, the liquid flow pattern inside the reactor
consists of up-flow (L1) in the core and down-flow
(L2) near the wall. The gas phase also has a simi-
lar recirculation pattern; with up-flow in the center
(G1), and down flow by the wall (G2) consisting of
bubbles which do not possess sufficient momentum
and get recirculated along with the liquid. The up-
ward flowing gas usually consists of relatively small
bubbles trapped in the wakes of the larger fast rising
bubbles, and drags the liquid along with it. The top
(disengagement) and the bottom (distributor) zones

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the compartmentalization of
the reactor.

are modeled as being well mixed (continuous stirred
tanks (CSTs)) and their height is taken to be the same
as the column diameterDC. Changing the height of
these zones between 0.5DC and 2.0DC does not have
a noticeable effect on the extent of liquid backmixing
[20], provided the height of the gas–liquid mixture
is much larger than the column diameter (L/DC is
at least 6). It has been found [38] that the effect of
the height of these zones on the gas phase tracer
responses is insignificant as well.

A differential element along the reactor length in
the developed part of the flow, which occupies most
of the column, consists of four zones into which the
reactor cross-section is compartmentalized. By apply-
ing mass balances for a soluble species to each of
these zones within the differential element, one ob-
tains four transient convection–diffusion partial differ-
ential equations (PDEs) with mass interphase trans-
fer and radial exchange between the zones acting as
source terms. Additional source terms appear in the
form of reaction rates, if simulations are being car-
ried out for a reactive species in a bubble column
reactor operated under reaction conditions. On the
other hand, the equations describing the dynamics of
the perfectly mixed tanks representing the distributor
and disengagement zones are only ordinary differen-
tial equations (ODEs). Therefore, the reactor model
results in a coupled set of four PDEs and four ODEs
as summarized below for a representative chemical
species.
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For the gas moving upwards (G1):

∂Cg1

∂t
= D̄xx1

∂2Cg1

∂x2
− ūg1

∂Cg1

∂x

−4(D̄rrεg)r=r ′′
r ′′Rε̄g1

(Cg1 − Cg2)+ Rx,g1

−kguluagulu

ε̄g1
(HCg1 − Cl1)

−kguldaguld

ε̄g1
(HCg1 − Cl2) (1)

For the gas moving downwards (G2):

∂Cg2

∂t
= D̄xx2

∂2Cg2

∂x2
+ ūg2

∂Cg2

∂x
− kgdldagdld

ε̄g2

×(HCg2 − Cl2)+ 4r ′′/R
R2 − r ′′2

(D̄rrεg)r=r ′′
ε̄g2

×(Cg1 − Cg2)+ Rx,g2 (2)

For the liquid moving upwards (L1):

∂Cl1

∂t
= D̄xx1

∂2Cl1

∂x2
− ūl1

∂Cl1

∂x

+
(
r ′′

r ′

)2 kguluagulu

ε̄l1
(HCg1 − Cl1)

−4(D̄rrεl)r=r ′
r ′Rε̄l1

(Cl1 − Cl2)+ Rx,l1 (3)

For the liquid moving downwards (L2):

∂Cl2

∂t
= D̄xx2

∂2Cl2

∂x2
+ ūl2

∂Cl2

∂x
+ 4r ′/R
R2 − r ′2

× (D̄rrεl)r=r ′
ε̄l2

(Cl1 − Cl2)+ Rx,l2

+
(

r ′′2

R2 − r ′2

)
kguldaguld

ε̄l2
(HCg1 − Cl2)

+
(
R2 − r ′′2

R2 − r ′2

)
kgdldagdld

ε̄l2
(HCg2 − Cl2) (4)

Gas in the distributor zone:

dCga

dt
= ε̄g2ūg2

ε̄gφinDC

(R2 − r ′′2)
R2

Cg2,0

− ε̄g1ūg1

ε̄gφinDC

r ′′2

R2
Cga + UG,sup

ε̄gφinDC
Cg,in

−kCSTaCST

ε̄g
(HCga − Cla)+ Rx,ga (5)

Liquid in the distributor zone:

dCla

dt
= ε̄l2ūl2

ε̄lφinDC

(R2 − r ′2)
R2

Cl2,0

− ε̄l1ūl1

ε̄lφinDC

r ′2

R2
Cla + UL,sup

ε̄lφinDC
Cl,in

+kCSTaCST

ε̄l
(HCga − Cla)+ Rx,la (6)

Gas in the disengagement zone:

dCgb

dt
= ε̄g1ūg1

ε̄gφoutDC

r ′′2

R2
Cg1,L − ε̄g2ūg2

ε̄gφoutDC

× (R
2 − r ′′2)
R2

Cgb − UG,sup

ε̄gφoutDC
Cgb

−kCSTaCST

ε̄g
(HCgb − Clb)+ Rx,gb (7)

Liquid in the disengagement zone:

dClb

dt
= ε̄l1ūl1

ε̄lφoutDC

r ′2

R2
Cl1,L − ε̄l2ūl2

ε̄lφoutDC

(R2−r ′2)
R2

Clb

− UL,sup

ε̄lφoutDC
Clb + kCSTaCST

ε̄l
(HCgb − Clb)

+Rx,lb (8)

2.1. Initial conditions

The initial conditions in all zones of the reactor are
those of zero initial concentration of the species to be
introduced at timet = 0+ at the reactor inlet.

t = 0, Cla = Clb = Cga = Cgb = Cl1 = Cl2

=Cg1 = Cg2 = 0 (9)

The inlet function for describing the introduction
of a species at the reactor inlet depends on the simu-
lation objectives. For simulating the distribution evo-
lution of a reactant species under reaction conditions,
one would typically have a step change in the con-
centration of the species at the reactor inlet. However,
here we are interested in simulating the distribution of
a non-reacting tracer. Additionally, this initial condi-
tion for the tracer at the inlet depends on the method
of tracer injection, and whether it is an impulse tracer
test, or a step-up/step-down tracer test. For the results
presented in this study, the experimental impulse in-
put for the tracer runs at Alternate Fuels Development
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Unit (AFDU), La Porte, TX has been simulated using
a Gaussian function with a tail [21].

t → 0+, t > 0, Cg,in = ψ√
2πκt

exp

{
− (δ−χ)

2

2κt

}
Cl,in = 0 (10)

2.2. Boundary conditions for the fully developed
region

Danckwerts boundary conditions are used at inlet
and exit, guaranteeing preservation of mass for each
phase. The bottom of the fully developed flow zone
is the boundary with the CSTR representing the dis-
tributor zone, whereas the top of the fully developed
flow zone is the boundary with the CSTR representing
the disengagement zone. All the boundary conditions
used are specified below.

Up-flow section of the gas:

x = 0, ūg1Cga = ūg1Cg1|x=0−D̄xx1

∂Cg1

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0

(11)

x = L,
∂Cg1

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=L

= 0 (12)

Down-flow section of the gas:

x = L, ūg2Cgb = ūg2Cg2|x=L+D̄xx2

∂Cg2

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=L

(13)

x = 0,
∂Cg2

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0

= 0 (14)

Up-flow section of the liquid:

x = 0, ūl1Cla = ūl1Cl1|x=0 − D̄xx1

∂Cl1

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0

(15)

x = L,
∂Cl1

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=L

= 0 (16)

Down-flow section of the liquid:

x = L, ūl2Clb = ūl2Cl2|x=L+D̄xx2

∂Cl2

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=L

(17)

x = 0,
∂Cl2

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0

= 0 (18)

In the above set of equations,̄Dxx and D̄rr are
the average eddy diffusivities, which are estimated

from a scale-up methodology developed by De-
galeesan [21], based on the database established
by CARPT. For description of other symbols used
in the equations above, the reader is referred to
the nomenclature. For the simulation results pre-
sented in this study for a non-reactive soluble gas
tracer, the above model equations have been solved
by a completely implicit finite difference scheme
(FTCS — first order Forward differences in Time and
second order Central differences in Space), which
is robust and unconditionally stable. The treatment
of the boundary conditions has been accomplished
using ghost points. Since for simulation of tracer
responses there are no non-linear terms in the equa-
tions, one needs to invert the matrix only once. This
is accomplished by obtaining the LU decomposi-
tion of the matrix resulting from the application of
the differencing scheme. The solution at successive
times is simply obtained by matrix multiplication
of the solution at previous time by repetitive LU
back-substitution.

Before one can employ the numerical scheme dis-
cussed above for the solution of reactor model equa-
tions, one needs as inputs the hydrodynamic model
parameters. As mentioned before, a sub-model for gas
and liquid recirculation is needed for this purpose and
is the outlined discussed below.

3. Two-fluid sub-model for gas and liquid phase
axial momentum exchange

The starting point in the derivation of the
one-dimensional model for the radial liquid and gas
phase velocity profiles is the two-fluid model equa-
tions presented below. These equations are the result
of the ensemble-averaged approach of Drew and
Passman [11]. Here, the subscript ‘l’ denotes the con-
tinuous liquid/slurry phase, whereas the subscript ‘g’
denotes the dispersed gas phase, and both phases are
considered incompressible.

Equations of continuity:

Liquid/slurry :
∂εl

∂t
+ ∇ · (εluuul) = 0 (19)

Gas :
∂εg

∂t
+ ∇ · (εguuug) = 0 (20)
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Momentum equations:

Liquid/slurry : ρlεl

(
∂uuul

∂t
+ uuul · ∇uuul

)
= ρ1εlggg−εl∇p−(MMMd+MMMvm)−∇ · (εlτl) (21)

Gas : ρgεg

(
∂uuug

∂t
+ uuug · ∇uuug

)
= ρgεgggg−εg∇p+(MMMd+MMMvm)−∇ · (εgτg) (22)

In the momentum balance equations,MMMd is the drag
force term,MMMvm is the virtual mass term. The math-
ematical representation of these terms is shown in
Eqs. (23)–(27).

MMMd = 6εlεg

πd3
b

FFF d (23)

FFF d = 1
8ρlπd

2
bCD|uuul − uuug|(uuul − uuug) (24)

CD = max




CD,2︷ ︸︸ ︷
24

Re
(1 + 0.15Re0.687),

CD,1︷ ︸︸ ︷
8

3

Eo

Eo+ 4


 (25)

MMMvm = 1

2
εlεgCvm

(
Duuul

Dt
− Duuug

Dt

)
(26)

Cvm = 1 + 3.32εg + O(ε2
g) (27)

whereCD is the drag coefficient for sufficiently con-
taminated systems [39],Eo = g(ρl − ρg)d

2
b/σ is the

Eotvos number based on the bubble diameter and the
liquid surface tension, andRe= db|uuul −uuug|/νm

l is the
bubble Reynolds number.

In the well-developed flow region of the column,
the flow in the time-averaged sense is axisymmetric
with only the axial velocities being non-zero. Hence,
the time-averaged liquid flow pattern is represented
by a single radial profile of the axial velocity. These
assumptions are well justified in view of the holdup
profile database available at CREL via CT; the liquid
velocity profile database via CARPT [21,32–36].

Under these assumptions, the equations of conti-
nuity for both the phases (Eqs. (19) and (20)) are
identically satisfied and one cannot use the traditional
approach of solving the Poisson equation for the pres-
sure correction through the use of these continuity
equations (as is done in 2D and 3D CFD codes). In

addition, the left-hand side of the momentum equa-
tions for both the gas and liquid phase becomes zero,
and so does the virtual mass term. Finally, due to no
flow in the radial and azimuthal directions, the pres-
sure is assumed to be independent of the radial and
azimuthal coordinates, and the pressure gradient term
in the momentum equations reduces to dp/dz.

After retaining the non-zero gradients and velocity
components in the momentum equations for the two
phases, one gets the following simplified equations:

Liquid/slurry : 0= −ρlεlg − εl
dp

dz
−Md

−1

r

d

dr
(rεl(τ

m
l,rz + τ t

l,rz)) (28)

Gas : 0= −ρgεgg − εg
dp

dz
+Md

−1

r

d

dr
(rεg(τ

m
g,rz + τ t

g,rz)) (29)

where

τm
l,rz = −µm

l
dul

dr
(30)

τm
g,rz = −µm

g
dug

dr
(31)

τ t
l,rz = ρlu

′
l,ru

′
l,z (32)

τ t
g,rz = ρgu′

g,ru
′
g,z (33)

Sinceµm
g ≈ O(10−1)µm

l andρg ≈ O(10−1−10−2)ρl ,
one can neglect both the molecular as well as the tur-
bulent shear stresses in the gas phase as compared to
those in the liquid/slurry phase. Therefore, upon ad-
dition of Eqs. (28) and (29), one obtains

0= −(ρgεg + ρlεl)g − dp

dz

−1

r

d

dr


rεl




τl,rz︷ ︸︸ ︷
τm

l,rz + τ t
l,rz




 (34)

In the above equation, the superscripts “m” and “t” re-
fer to molecular (viscous) and turbulent contributions,
andεg is the radial gas holdup profile, which is repre-
sented in terms of the following power law function
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which fits well the available experimental data.

εg(ξ) = ε̄g

(
m+ 2

m+ 2 − 2c

)
(1 − cξm) (35)

where,ξ = r/R is the non-dimensional radius and
ε̄g is the cross-sectional mean gas hold-up. Substitut-
ing for the radial gas holdup (Eq. (35)) in Eq. (34)
and usingp′ = −dp/dz/ρlg, one gets, on integrating
Eq. (34) with boundary conditionτl,rz = 0 at ξ = 0,

(1 − εg)τl,rz = ρlgRξ

2
(p′ − 1)

+ (ρl − ρg)gRε̄gξ

2

(m+ 2 − 2cξm)

(m+ 2 − 2c)
(36)

After anticipating a downward maximum liquid ve-
locity at dimensionless radiusξ = λ, one assigns
τl,rz|ξ=λ = 0. Applying this condition to Eq. (36)
eliminatesp′ and yields Eq. (37).

τl,rz(ξ)=
ρl(1 − γ )gRc̄εgξλ

m

(m+ 2 − 2c)(1 − εg(ξ))

(
1 −

(
ξ

λ

)m)
= ρlgRβ(ξ) (37)

where

β(ξ) = (1−γ )cε̄gξλ
m

(m+2 − 2c)(1 − εg(ξ))

(
1−

(
ξ

λ

)m)
(38)

andγ = ρg/ρl . To obtain the liquid velocity profile
from the above shear stress profile, a constitutive rela-
tionship (closure) is needed relating the turbulent shear
stresses to the mean liquid velocity profile. The sim-
plest closure in terms of turbulent kinematic viscosity
is employed in Eq. (39).

τl,rz(r)= −ρl(ν
m
l + νt

l )
dul

dr

= −ρlν
m
l

dul

dr
− ρl l

2
∣∣∣∣dul

dr

∣∣∣∣ dul

dr
(39)

The turbulent eddy viscosityνt
l can be closed by a

modified mixing lengthl(ξ) as given by Kumar et al.
[22].

νt
l = l2

∣∣∣∣dul

dr

∣∣∣∣ (40)

l(ξ) =
{
a(1 − ξ)

(ξ + b)c
+ d(1 − ξ)e

}
R (41)

The parametersa, b, c, d and e have been obtained
by Kumar et al. [22] after considering extensive
data on liquid recirculation velocities from CARPT,
and results from experiments of other researchers
who have made measurements of the liquid re-
circulation velocity by other experimental means.
In this work, two other mixing length models are
also used to assess the effect of this parameter
on the simulation results. These are the mixing
length profile of Nikuradse [40] and that of Joshi
[41].

Nikuradse : l(ξ) = {0.14− 0.08ξ2 − 0.06ξ4}R
(42)

Joshi : l(ξ) = 0.16R (43)

Based on the above Eq. (39) becomes

dul

dξ

=




νm
l R

2l2


1 −

√√√√1 + 4l2gR

νm2

l

β(ξ)


 for 0 ≤ ξ ≤ λ

−gR2

νm
l
β(ξ) for λ ≤ ξ ≤ 1

(44a,b)

3.1. Solution procedure

The boundary conditions to be used for the solution
of the above equations areul = 0 at ξ = 1, and
dul/dξ = 0 at ξ = 0. Superimposed on this is the
constraint that overall continuity for the liquid phase
must be satisfied (note that the integral is split atξ = λ

which is not the point of inversion of the liquid velocity
profile, rather the point of maximum downward liquid
velocity).

UL,sup= 2
∫ ξ=1

ξ=0
{1 − εg(ξ)}ul(ξ)ξ dξ

= 2
∫ ξ=λ

ξ=0
{1 − εg(ξ)}ul(ξ)ξ dξ

+2
∫ ξ=1

ξ=λ
{1 − εg(ξ)}ul(ξ)ξ dξ (45)
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It is this constraint, expressed by Eq. (45), that allows
one to iterate on dp/dz and obtain a converged solu-
tion. The numerical solution algorithm is as follows.

• Guess a value forλ (generally 0.9 is a good starting
point).

• Calculateul,λ by integrating Eq. (44a) from the
boundary atξ = 1 to ξ = λ:

ul,λ = −gR2

νm
l

∫ ξ=λ

ξ=1
β(ξ)dξ (46)

• To obtain the velocity of the liquid phase in the
rest of the domain, integrate Eq. (44b) fromξ = λ

towards the column center usingul,λ:

ul = ul,λ − νm
l R

2l2

∫ ξ=λ

ξ=ξ(
1 −

√
1 + 4l2gR

νm2

l

β(ξ)

)
dξ (47)

• Substitute the so calculated radial profile of the
axial liquid velocity into Eq. (45). If Eq. (45) is
satisfied within the tolerance criterion, then the
converged solution has been obtained. If the tol-
erance criterion is not met, thenλ is incremented
sequentially until convergence is achieved. A word
of caution is in order at this point. The function
defined by Eq. (44) could have steep gradients
and proper care must be taken while integrating to
obtain an accurate solution.

Once the liquid velocity profile and dp/dz
are determined as the converged solution to the
one-dimensional liquid circulation model equations,
we turn our attention back to the gas phase momen-
tum equation. Combining Eqs. (23), (24) and (29),
the expression for the slip velocity,us, is obtained.

us = ug − ul =
√

4db(−dp/dz− ρgg)

3CDρl(1 − εg)
(48)

Here,CD is the drag coefficient and is a function of
the slip velocity as well as of the bubble diameter and
has to be obtained through an iterative scheme for a
prescribed bubble diameter. Such an effective bubble
diameter, representative of the entire domain, is ob-
tained by iteratively searching for that bubble diameter

which satisfies the overall gas phase continuity:

2
∫ ξ=1

ξ=0
εg(ξ)ug(ξ)ξ dξ =

I1︷ ︸︸ ︷
2
∫ ξ=1

ξ=0
εg(ξ)ul(ξ)ξ dξ

+

I2︷ ︸︸ ︷
2
∫ ξ=1

ξ=0
εg(ξ)us(ξ)ξ dξ

=UG,sup (49)

The solution procedure for the gas phase velocity pro-
file is based on adjusting the bubble diameter in the
drag formulation via an iterative scheme to obtain a
solution that satisfies gas phase continuity. The fol-
lowing steps are involved in this procedure.

• Guess a value fordb (typically start with a very
small value).

• CalculateCD,1 as defined in Eq. (25). SinceCD,1
is independent of the radial coordinateξ , as well as
of the slip velocityus, oncedb is known,CD,1 is
simply evaluated based on the Eotvos number.

• CalculateCD,2 as defined in Eq. (25). SinceCD,2
is a function both ofξ andus, it has to be evalu-
ated at eachξ by the following Newton–Raphson
procedure:

uk+1
s = uks − f (uks)

f ′(uks)
(50)

f (us) = us −
√

4db(−dp/dz− ρgg)

3CD,2ρl(1 − εg)
(51)

f ′(us)= df (us)

dus

= 1 − 24

u2
s

√√√√µm2

l (−dp/dz− ρgg)

3ρ3
l C

3
D,2db(1 − εg)

(52)

• CalculateCD as the maximum ofCD,1 andCD,2 for
eachξ , and subsequently calculate the radial profile
of us from Eq. (48).

• Evaluate the gas phase mass balance using Eq. (49).
The gas continuity is satisfied within the tolerance
criterion, then the guessed bubble diameter is the
correct one, otherwisedb is incremented and the
procedure is repeated until the tolerance criterion
is met.
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This solution procedure ensures that the overall gas
phase mass balance is satisfied as part of the solution.
Additionally, it provides an estimation of the bubble
diameter, which is subsequently useful for calculating
mass transfer coefficients. It should, however, be noted
that the estimated bubble diameter depends on the drag
formulation used, and therefore, it is important to use
suitable drag correlation. In principle, any of the avail-
able drag forms could be used. This is an issue re-
lated to the sub-grid modeling of the phase interaction
between the gas and liquid phases and is beyond the
scope of this work. However, this is an important issue,
as it is also relevant to the CFD simulations of flows in
practical multi-phase systems. For the purposes of this
study, we have adopted the formulation of Tomiyama
et al. [39], as it is known to give reasonably good pre-
dictions over a wide range of bubble Reynolds num-
bers. It should also be mentioned that in its current
form, the solution of the equations from the sub-model
requires the knowledge of the radial gas holdup pro-
file; therefore, the model is not fully predictive.

Before proceeding further, a precautionary note has
also to be made about the converged liquid velocity
profile. From Eq. (49), it can be seen that if the con-
verged liquid velocity profile is such that the integral
I1 is greater thanUG,sup, it implies that an unphysi-
cal result has been obtained, since it would mean that
in the long-time average sense, the gas phase is mov-
ing slower than the liquid, which obviously cannot be
the case. The converged liquid velocity profile should
therefore be checked for consistency after a converged
solution satisfying liquid phase continuity has been
achieved. IfI1 greater thanUG,sup does indeed occur,
it is indicative of gross inaccuracies in the gas holdup
profile being used for solution of the model equations
for liquid recirculation.

3.2. Parameter estimation

Once the radial profiles of the liquid/slurry and gas
phase velocities are known, the various hydrodynamic
input parameters for the mechanistic reactor model can
be readily estimated. The liquid and gas velocity pro-
files obtained from the solution of the two-fluid recir-
culation model become zero at some radial locations.
These are referred to as the inversion points withr ′
representing the inversion point for the liquid velocity,
andr ′′ that for the gas. The inversion points are impor-

tant in parameter estimation, as they define the bound-
aries of the four zones in the reactor model, viz., core
and annulus flow regions for the gas and the liquid.
The holdups of the gas and liquid/slurry in the various
zones of the reactor are obtained from Eqs. (53)–(57)
using the measured or estimated gas holdup profile.

Average liquid holdup in the up-flowing liquid
region:

ε̄l1 = 2

r ′2

∫ r ′

0
(1 − εg)r dr (53)

Average liquid holdup in the down-flowing liquid
region:

ε̄l2 = 2

R2 − r ′2

∫ R

r ′
(1 − εg)r dr (54)

Average gas holdup in the up-flowing gas region:

ε̄g1 = 2

r ′′2

∫ r ′′

0
εgr dr (55)

Average gas holdup in the down-flowing gas region:

ε̄g2 = 2

R2 − r ′′2

∫ R

r ′′
εgr dr (56)

Average gas holdup in the up-flowing gas and
down-flowing liquid region:

ε̄′g1 = 2

r ′′2

∫ r ′′

r ′
εgr dr (57)

From the converged solutions for the liquid and gas
velocity profiles, the average velocities of the gas
and liquid in the various zones are evaluated using
Eqs. (58)–(61), and the mean slip velocity using
Eq. (62). From Eqs. (49) and (62), an important ob-
servation to be made is that the actual mean slip
velocity is always less than the apparent slip velocity,
which is usually defined asUG,sup/ε̄g − UL,sup/ε̄L.

Average liquid velocity in the up-flowing liquid
region

ūl1 = 2
∫ r ′

0 (1 − εg)|ul |r dr

r ′2ε̄l1
(58)

Average liquid velocity in the down-flowing liquid
region:

ūl2 = (2/ε̄l2)
∫ R
r ′ (1 − εg)ulr dr

R2 − r ′2
(59)
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Average gas velocity in the up-flowing gas region:

ūg1 = R2UG,sup+ 2
∫ R
r ′′ |ug|εgr dr

r ′′2ε̄g1
(60)

Average gas velocity in the down-flowing gas
region:

ūg2 = (2/ε̄g2)
∫ R
r ′′ |ug|εgr dr

R2 − r ′′2
(61)

Average actual slip velocity:

Uslip =
2
∫ ξ=1
ξ=0 εg(ξ)us(ξ)ξ dξ

ε̄g
6= UG,sup

ε̄g
− UL,sup

ε̄l

(62)

With the volumes and velocities associated with the
various compartments of the reactor model estimated,
the last set of parameters that need to be evaluated are
the mass transfer coefficients and the interfacial areas
for mass transfer. The volumetric mass transfer coef-
ficient is widely studied and reported in the literature
and numerous correlations are available for its estima-
tion [7,42]. However, most of these correlations are
empirical in nature with little fundamental basis and,
therefore, usually work well only for systems similar
to the ones from which data was obtained for their de-
velopment. To incorporate some level of physics, in
this study we have chosen to estimate the mass trans-
fer coefficients based on the penetration theory by
Higbie [43] and the interfacial areas have been evalu-
ated using the bubble diameter that satisfies gas phase
continuity. Following this methodology, one does not
have to depend on empirical correlations for evaluat-
ing the mass transfer coefficients and interfacial areas
as they can be readily calculated using Eqs. (63)–(70).
These expressions assume the bubbles to be spherical,
but one can apply suitable shape factor corrections if
needed [44].

Interfacial area for mass transfer from up-flowing
gas to up-flowing liquid:

agulu =
6(ε̄g1 − ε̄′g1)

db
(63)

Interfacial area for mass transfer from up-flowing
gas to down-flowing liquid:

aguld =
6ε̄′g1

db
(64)

Interfacial area for mass transfer from down-flowing
gas to down-flowing liquid:

agdld = 6ε̄g2

db
(65)

Interfacial area for mass transfer in distributor and
disengagement CSTRs:

aCST = 6ε̄g

db
(66)

Mass transfer coefficient from up-flowing gas to
up-flowing liquid:

kgulu = 2√
π

√
DL,m(ūg1 − ūl1)

db
(67)

Mass transfer coefficient from up-flowing gas to
down-flowing liquid:

kguld = 2√
π

√
DL,m(ūg1 + ūl2)

db
(68)

Mass transfer coefficient from down-flowing gas to
down-flowing liquid:

kgdld = 2√
π

√
DL,m(−ūg2 + ūl2)

db
(69)

Mass transfer coefficient in distributor and disen-
gagement CSTRs:

kCST = 2√
π

√
DL,mUslip

db
(70)

It should be noted that a constant bubble size has
been used for estimating the “kL” and “a” in the above
equations which is rarely the case in a real system.
We therefore investigated the effect of a bubble-size
distribution on these parameters using a log-normal
distribution. It was found that the volumetric mass
transfer coefficient calculated based on average bub-
ble size and an average slip velocity, estimated us-
ing this average bubble diameter, provided the upper
bound for kLa as compared tokLa computed from
the bubble-size and slip-velocity distributions. More-
over, as long as the normalized standard deviation for
the chosen bubble-size distribution remained within
0.25 (for the two mean bubble sizes investigated, viz.
0.2 and 0.5 cm), this difference was within 10–15%.
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Therefore, for the high pressure conditions encoun-
tered in industrial applications where the bubble sizes
are generally in the range from 1–5 mm, the assump-
tion of a constant bubble size for calculation of mass
transfer effects is reasonable.

The above estimation procedure provides all the
hydrodynamic model parameters needed to solve the
reactor model equations. In Section 4, some results
are presented both from simulation of the recircula-
tion sub-model equations as well as from the reac-
tor model mimicking gas tracer experiments in a pi-
lot scale slurry bubble column under conditions of
methanol synthesis.

4. Results and discussion

For solution of the model equations for gas and
liquid recirculation, one needs to know two important
inputs — the radial gas holdup profile and the closure
for liquid/slurry phase turbulence. For the purposes
of this study, the gas holdup profile is assumed to
be known from experimental data, though some es-
timates for the average gas holdup could be obtained
from correlations for systems where no experimental
data exists [7,45,46]. In such cases, the value of the
exponentm in Eq. (35) is usually assumed in the
range of 2–5 [47] andc is assumed to be 1. On the
other hand, the liquid phase turbulence in bubble col-
umn flows is usually assumed to be a superposition
of the turbulence due toshearand that resulting from
the highly oscillatory and dynamic bubble motion.
The latter contributes to what is frequently referred
to as the “bubble-induced” turbulence. Kumar et al.
[22] investigated the existing literature on mixing
length correlations relevant to bubble column flows
and found that none of the existing forms matched
all the data well. Therefore, based on their own ex-
perimental database as well as other data from the
literature, they developed a mixing length form as
represented by Eq. (40). This is empirical form but
is known to provide reasonable estimates of the
level of liquid circulation in the column. Another
very simple form for mixing length (Eq. (42)) has
been proposed by Joshi [41], which also performs
reasonably well in predicting the levels of liquid re-
circulation. Additionally, there is the mixing length
correlation of Nikuradse [40] developed for describ-

Fig. 3. Effect of mixing length profile on velocity profiles for
10 cm diameter bubble column operated atUG,sup = 12 cm/s: (a)
liquid velocity; (b) gas velocity.

ing turbulent single-phase pipe flows. We first com-
pare the performance of these three mixing length
forms against two data sets for which measured liq-
uid recirculation profiles are available from CARPT
experiments.

Figs. 3 and 4 show the relative performance of
the three mixing length forms in predicting experi-
mental data for the liquid phase recirculation. The
experimental data is from two different columns,
one of diameter 10 cm and the other one of diameter
44 cm. The superficial gas velocity for the former was
maintained atUG,sup = 12 cm/s, while for the latter
it was 10 cm/s. Nikuradse’s mixing length always
over-predicts the level of liquid recirculation since
the effective turbulent viscosity from this formulation
is only representative of the shear contribution to the
total turbulence as in single-phase flows, and does not
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Fig. 4. Effect of mixing length profile on velocity profiles for a
44 cm diameter bubble column operated atUG,sup = 10 cm/s: (a)
liquid velocity; (b) gas velocity.

account for the increased turbulence generation and
dissipation due to the presence of the bubbles. There-
fore, for bubble column flows, use of Nikuradse’s
mixing length in solving for the liquid recirculation
velocity profile is not recommended. Modifications
to Nikuradse’s mixing length could be sought to ac-
count for the bubble-induced turbulence, however, the
dependence of mixing length on bubble diameter and
its velocity fluctuation is not well established [23].
The correlations of Joshi [41] and Kumar et al. [22]
give reasonable predictions for both the cases studied,
though the correlation of Kumar et al. [22] seems to
do somewhat better.

Next, we demonstrate the use of the gas–liquid
recirculation sub-model to obtain the hydrodynamic
input parameters to the mechanistic reactor model;

subsequently, solve the bubble column model equa-
tions to predict radioactive gas tracer responses ob-
tained in a 46 cm diameter pilot scale reactor under-
going liquid phase methanol synthesis. These exper-
iments were conducted as part of the Department of
Energy endeavor in developing slurry bubble column
reactor technology for efficient conversion of synthe-
sis gas (both from coal as well as natural gas) to al-
ternate fuels and chemicals in the AFDU at La Porte,
TX. The total dispersed phase height in the reactor
was maintained at about 13.25 m from the distributor,
and the reactor was operated at a pressure of 50 atm
and a temperature of 250◦C. The inlet superficial gas
velocity was 25 cm/s. The gas superficial velocity de-
creased at the reactor exit due to a reduction in the
total moles resulting from consumption of the synthe-
sis gas and production of methanol. The average su-
perficial gas velocity in the reactor was calculated as
22.86 cm/s.

Radioactive41Ar was injected at the bottom of
the reactor into the gas inlet stream as the gas phase
tracer. The evolution of its concentration inside the
reactor was monitored at seven axial levels with the
aid of scintillation counters. A sketch of the exper-
imental setup for the tracer tests is shown in Fig. 5
with details presented elsewhere [21]. For compari-
son of the simulation results with experimental tracer
responses, detector level 7 has been chosen in this
study. Since the intensity counts measured by a scin-
tillation counter are a complex function of the photon
interaction with matter and the detector solid angle,
it is not straightforward to relate the intensity counts
to tracer concentration. Moreover,41Ar has a finite
solubility in the slurry mixture and has its residence
time prolonged by dissolving in the liquid. As a result,
when comparing simulated results with experimen-
tal data, one has to include the contribution of the
dissolved tracer in the slurry phase towards total scin-
tillation counts registered by the counters. Therefore,
the total tracer concentration at a given axial location
needs to be calculated by summing the tracer concen-
trations in the gas and the liquid after appropriately
weighting them by their respective holdups. Since
the detectors are assumed to be reasonably shielded,
it is justifiable to assume that at each detector level,
the transient intensity counts when normalized by
the maximum count would provide the correct basis
for comparing experimental data against normalized
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Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the pilot scale slurry bubble column at the AFDU, La Porte, TX indicating the detector levels for
measurement of radioactive tracer responses [21].

total concentration at that axial plane. Fig. 6 shows
the relative placement of the scintillation detectors
with respect to the reactor insulation in one axial
plane, as well as the various zones into which the
reactor cross-section is compartmentalized. The nor-
malized experimental tracer response curves shown
in Figs. 7a and b are obtained by averaging the in-
tensity counts registered by the four detectors at the
axial plane corresponding to detector level 7. Since
the gas as well as the entrained liquid move in a
spiral motion as the gas rises up the column after its
introduction at the sparger, radial mixing of the tracer
is rapid. This mixing is reflected in the responses

observed by the four individual detectors at a given
location. Moreover, since the reactor model is not a
three-dimensional representation of the transient dis-
tribution of any chemical species inside the reactor,
modeling the process of detector-scintillation due to
the tracer, by employing sophisticated and computa-
tionally involved Monte Carlo techniques [48], is not
sought in the present study. In view of this, the best
strategy is to compare the normalized total tracer re-
sponse with the normalized average intensity counts
registered at a given detector level. The total tracer
concentration, which is subsequently normalized by
its maximum for comparison with experimental data,
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Fig. 6. Schematic representation of the AFDU reactor cross-section along with scintillation detectors and their lead shielding.

is given as

CTotal =Cg1(r
′′2)+ Cg2(1 − r ′′2)+ Cl1(r

′2)
+Cl2(1 − r ′2) (71)

Figs. 7a and b exhibit the comparison of the nor-
malized experimental and simulation data, obtained
from the mixing lengths of Joshi [41] and Kumar
et al. [22], respectively, for several values of Henry’s
constant (representing the solubility of41Ar in the
reactor slurry). The Henry’s constant in this study
is dimensionlessand is defined as the ratio of the
molar concentrations in the liquid and gas phases
when the two phases are in equilibrium. The thermo-
dynamically estimated value of the Henry’s constant
under the given operating conditions is about 0.17.
This estimation procedure involves the assumption
about the structure and mean molecular weight of
the slurry mixture, and could deviate from the true
value by ±25 to ±50%. Therefore, one needs to
examine the effect of this parameter on the simu-
lation results, which show high sensitivity to this
parameter. The sensitivity to other parameters like

the turbulent eddy diffusivities and volumes of the
inlet and exit CSTRs is relatively insignificant as
compared to the sensitivity with respect to Henry’s
constant.

From Figs. 7a and b, one can see that the param-
eters estimated using the mixing length profile of
Kumar et al. [22] in general can provide a better
agreement with the measured tracer response than
those from the mixing length of Joshi [41]. More-
over, for a value ofH = 0.3, and using the mixing
length of Kumar et al. [22], one gets an excellent
match of the simulated data with the experimental
tracer response curve (Fig. 8). Such is not the case
when using the mixing length of Joshi [41]. This
is to be expected since the mixing length formu-
lation of Kumar et al. [22], as mentioned earlier,
provides better predictions of the liquid recircula-
tion profiles, which subsequently gets reflected in
the predictions obtained from the overall model
equations. Altogether, this implies that a consistent
prescription of the hydrodynamic inputs to the reac-
tor model should result in reliable predictions, and
provides fundamentally based criteria for design and
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Fig. 7. Effect of mixing length profile on: (a) liquid and (b) gas
velocity profiles for a 46 cm diameter pilot scale slurry bubble
column operated atUG,sup = 22.86 cm/s.

scale-up. It is also clear that mass transfer plays a
significant role in governing the gas tracer distri-
bution when one compares the simulation results
for H = 0, and non-zeroH with the experimental
response.

5. Final remarks

In this study, a self-consistent hydrodynamic
sub-model has been developed from the two-fluid
equations describing two-phase flow in the Euler–Euler
framework. The results from the solution of the model
equations provide accurate predictions of the levels
of liquid and gas recirculation when a proper closure
for turbulence is used in the model equations. The

Fig. 8. Comparison of simulated and experimental radioactive gas
tracer responses from a pilot scale slurry bubble column using
mixing length formulations proposed by: (a) Joshi [41]; (b) Kumar
et al. [22].

hydrodynamic sub-model has been integrated into
the four-zone mechanistic reactor model describing
the distribution, generation and consumption of the
reactant species. Comparison of the results from the
mechanistic model with the experimental gas tracer
data indicates good agreement between the two,
provided a correct estimate for the solubility of the
gaseous component in the liquid/slurry is available.
The integrated predictive capabilities of the gas–liquid
recirculation sub-model and the mechanistic reac-
tor model do not suffer from the empiricism of the
ADM, and therefore, provide a more reliable and fun-
damentally based methodology for design, synthesis,
analysis and scale-up of bubble column reactors.
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